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re-think  No.42

An Introduction, Saints, to our DNA
compiled by Ray Knight  (Nov.2004)

This writing is a layman’s approach to this subject and is aimed at being a challenge to the ‘hungry’ to
search out the matter (Prov. 25:2) for themselves . . . to prove all things and hold fast to that which is
good (1Thess.5:21) and not be persuaded by the ‘pros and cons’ of others. Not being a medically techni-
cal person, let me say up front that I don’t understand all the ‘ins and outs’ of DNA, but I am learning
just a little and you can join me in finding out more . . . hopefully surpass me!
Scientific discoveries usually can receive confirmations from the Bible. One need not be fearful in
proving all things for God has said that He is working all things together for good to them that love
(trust) Him (Romans 8:28). In that relationship there can be no fear (concerns); only the fearful will put
up barriers to block progress towards change that will affect one’s life even to the point of denying
scientific facts.

Psalms 139:13-16. You have possessed me in my inward parts; you have covered me in my mother’s
womb. I will praise you; for I am (fearfully) awesomely and wonderfully made… My substance was not
hidden from you, when I was made in secret…Your eyes did see my substance (i.e. make-up), yet being
unformed; and in your Book (DNA) All is written.

What is DNA?
DNA is short for ‘deoxyribonucleic acid’. The DNA of humans is in every cell and is the unique blue-
print made up of nucleic acids, a system of extremely complex molecules filled with information that
creates the physical existence and personal identity. Scientific Research informs us that humans only use
3% of their DNA to build proteins and 97% is considered junk DNA because they have not yet figured
out what it is for. There are between 60 and 100 trillion cells within the human body and each cell is
filled with intelligence and also has the ability to communicate with each other.
According to Russian researchers our DNA is not only responsible for the construction of our body, but
also serves as data storage and communication. They also discovered that DNA can be influenced and
reprogrammed by words and frequencies WITHOUT cutting out and replacing single genes . . . more
about that later.

Romans 12:1-2 ... I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a
living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service. (2) And be not conformed
to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good,
and acceptable, and perfect, will of God. ‘Transformed’ is the Greek word: METAMORPHUASO, so we
can say that we are being ‘metamorphasized’ like a chrysalis is changed into a butterfly from the inside
out.
DNA has a memory and can transfer information in sequences that can cause the body and mind to
manifest in various manners. DNA regulates the many levels of information; it also carries the ancestral
blueprint from all previous generations.

In 1953 two biochemists, James Watson and Francis Crisk, introduced mankind to the reawakened
mystery of how principles and characteristics of our forefathers are passed from generation to genera-
tion. Each person’s DNA relates to his own unique identity just like fingerprints do. They decided to
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look into the nucleus or darkest part of the cell (God dwells in the thick darkness - 2 Chron 6:1) and they
discovered the DNA in the form of a double helix or intertwined spiral. They designed and built the first
working model of this discovery and were awarded the Nobel Prize in Science for their research.

This DNA appearance is structured like 2 long ladder-like chains wound around each other in what is
called a double (spiral) helix. It looks like a staircase consisting of 22 Amino Acids which are the steps
or rungs. There are 4 molecules called Bases {Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, Thymine or ACGT} that
make up the language/alphabet of the DNA. The 4 Base letters ACGT with each combination of 3 make
Codons, the 64 Codons which in turn deliver specific instruction to the cellular chemistry of each cell
and also the manufacture of essential protein.

‘The Genome Project’ is the title the scientists give to their advanced research into human DNA.
As they study the mystery of life in the human DNA, they have proven that every time a human cell
replicates itself, that is every time a new cell replaces an old tired cell, the ends of the DNA helix fray.
As the DNA frays, it grows minutely shorter. This is believed to be the cause of aging.

As each one’s DNA carries the image and likeness of one’s forebears, something must have tran-
spired for the expected life-span to be reduced dramatically over the centuries. The original DNA from
Adam’s life has been affected or smothered — changed whereby his whole being was ‘transfigured’ or
transformed from a LIGHT-BEING to a HUMAN-BEING as we are today. However God has planned
for our present state to be transformed back — a restoration as seen on the mount of transfiguration in
Matthew 17:1-10. Adam was in the image and likeness of God (Elohim ... Genesis 1:26). We are in-
structed to be changed from glory to glory into the image of the second Adam (Christ) by a specific
operation of the Holy Spirit within.

In 2000: U.S. Scientists working in the advanced research of the “Genome Project ”, discovered a
third strand of DNA buried within the tightly wound double helix, it is a laser of light. They reported that
when a certain acid is applied to the end of the DNA helix, it causes the DNA helix to unwrap. As the
DNA helix unwraps, the light bursts forth and for the technically minded measures at 130 nanometers.
This frequency produces a light-purple colour which is the healing (restoration) frequency  that our
bodies can respond to. We are told to believe in the Lord with all our heart (DNA-heart) and mind and
all our strength. Initially Adam was created a ‘Light being’ (NOT natural light) but his frequency was
lowered when he was placed in an earthly body and then his DNA was damaged or silenced when he and
Eve ‘fell’ through disobedience.

MORE AMAZING INSIGHTS
Written deep within the carnal, mortal earthly DNA of every man is written the genetic light-code of
Elohim in whom we dwelt in the spirit before time. God Himself is Spirit ... unseen unlimited energy
and out of such power creation was brought forth. God’s mighty thought-power was spoken or ex-
pressed. El Elyon is not only the Creator of heaven and earth but He remains the Possessor of both
realms (Gen.14:19). We are presently being awakened to the memory of our true origin (our true iden-
tity) which includes the destined covenant role and calling of the ‘Body of Christ’ ... which is the king-
priest ministry of Melchisedec. We are commanded to walk in the light as He is in the light . . . then the
illuminating light will swallow up  the darkness of ignorant carnal thinking that has increasingly smoth-
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ered and has thus changed our true DNA over the years.  The downward trend is being reversed but it
shows the pattern of how we are now being  translated out of darkness into His marvellous light  ... and
remember, we are not just speaking of ordinary light (see rethink No.40).
See how the following scriptures come alive in light of this discovery and revelation.
John 1:4 In Him (Jesus Christ the Living Word) was life; and the life was the light of men. Verse 9: that
was the true Light which lights every man that comes into the world.

Father-God has a plan for us to stop our DNA from fraying. All cells are caught in the aging scene but
there is a way to overcome. If God purposed to do all the overcoming, there would have been no need
for His covenant and provision within grace  for the mortal to put on immortality, which of course,
involves two parties ... Source (Father-God) and Expression {His Son(s)}. (1 Corin. 15:53-54) This
corruptible must put on incorruption and this mortal must put on immortality. So when this corruptible
shall have put on incorruption and this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought to
pass the saying that is written  ‘Death is swallowed up in victory’ (Isaiah 25:8)
Death is the ultimate of fraying DNA  that is unchanged. It has been profoundly said that DNA, as it
were for us, is the Divine Nature being Activated.

CELLULAR INTELLIGENCE

While all cells communicate from their intelligence, there are specific areas of concentrated thought such
as, obviously, the mind but also the heart and the bowels (innermost being) as the scripture informs us.
(More on this in the next page).  Russian linguists found that the genetic code, especially in the appar-
ently useless 97%, follows the same rules as do all our human languages. To this end they compared the
rules of syntax (the way in which words are put together to form phrases and sentences), semantics (the
study of meaning in language forms) and the basic rules of grammar. They found that there are alkaline-
pairs in our DNA that follow a regular grammar templates and have set rules just like our languages. So
human languages did not appear coincidentally but are a reflection of our inherent DNA. In Genesis 11,
we see how God planned nations by creating their different languages by affecting their respective
DNA’s.

It has been discovered too that there is Cellular Intelligence that is being communicated throughout the
body constantly. Science has discovered that our DNA can be changed. The bible declares that every part
of us is being changed — our cells, genes, in fact every atom of our being. We shall not all sleep, but we
shall be changed; in a moment in the twinkling of an eye (1 Corinthians 15:51-52). The word ‘moment’
in the Greek original reads ATOMOS . . . we are being changed in our atoms!

For example, if I am stressed out, worried and fearful, the information in my being on the cellular level
will change. The sequences of the Base letters (abbreviated as ACGT) will form the command that
results in my immune system crashing. If I am constantly taking in toxins, the command will be negative
and the result will be the letting-down of one’s defences for cancer or some other deadly disease to gain
entrance into ones body. If one’s thinking is based in the realm of illusions (fear and negativity), then
one’s DNA must align itself in sequences to produce what then has become my reality.  As a man thinks,
so is he (Prov. 23:7).

THE BOOK OF LIFE

The finale of the opening ceremonies of the 2004 Olympics in Athens, Greece culminated in a laser light
display  of the DNA  helix and the commentator referred to it as ‘The Book of Life’. . . the place where
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man’s research has come to!

In the English language we have 26 letters in our alphabet. Using those 26 letters in various sequences
we have 43 volumes of  Encyclopedia Britannica, which make up 280 million words. Scientists say this
is only 0.1% of the information in one’s DNA.
Gen 5:1 This is the book of the generations of Adam. In the day that God created man, in the likeness of
God made he him. This ‘book’ is the DNA since no tangible ‘books’ were ever written.
2 Cor 3:3 Forasmuch as ye are manifestly declared to be the epistle of Christ ministered by us, written
not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God; not in tables of stone, but in fleshy tables of the heart.

If the Book of Life (one’s DNA) within can be written or rewritten to read and express negative realities
and death, why then can’t we repair and change our DNA to express positive realities and Life? As we
experience cellular awakening, we will realize that the mind of Christ is everywhere, not just confined to
the physical brain. Scientists have also discovered that the heart and bowels also house a specific form of
intelligence. The Bible has understood that all along ...(Psa 45:1)  My heart is inditing a good matter:
(Gen 8:21)  And the LORD smelled a sweet savour; and the LORD said in his heart, I will not again
curse the ground any more for man’s sake; for the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his youth;
(Pro 4:23)  Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life.
(Pro 20:27)  The spirit of man is the candle of the LORD, searching all the inward parts of the belly.
(Mat 12:34)  O generation of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good things? For out of the abun-
dance of the heart the mouth speaks. (35)  A good man out of the good treasure of the heart brings forth
good things: and an evil man out of the evil treasure brings forth evil things.                                     (Joh
7:38)  He that believes on me, as the Scripture has said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water.
(utterances in tongues). (39)  (But this spoke he of the Spirit, which they that believe on him should
receive: for the Holy Ghost was not yet given; because that Jesus was not yet glorified.)

AMAZING FACTS

If your DNA’s 46 chromosomes were to be stretch out from end to end, you would have 6 feet (180cms)
of  the double helix intelligence. That’s how much information is coiled within the nucleus of each of
the cells of our body. Long ago scientists discovered that our blood is  light-on-a-lower-vibration. In
our DNA it has been recently discovered that there are bio-photons ... i.e. LIGHT-ENERGY which
relates directly with God for ‘energy’ is spirit. So we can summarize this by declaring that we are the
visible expression of the invisible God.

FREQUENCIES AND VIBRATIONS

It is a scientific fact that every part of creation has a frequency — energy with a different vibration with
some rocks, for example, having a very low frequency or vibration. Christ spoke the creation into being .
. . and speech has a very distinctive vibration sometimes called a pitch. Sound waves of one’s voice to
sound waves (energy waves) of an atomic explosion . . . all affect us and our situations. Jesus Christ was
the Living Word and when He spoke things happened . . . the effect was mighty. We have been made in
the same pattern and we can change situations just by our speech.

Colours and aromas too have their own distinctive vibration or frequency which in turn affect us in a
multitude of minute ways . . .  sometimes in easily seen ways. Sounds, such as music, can have a dra-
matic effect on a life. There was an experiment regarding this a while ago. Scientists place identical
plants in identical environments with one exception, gentle quiet music was played in one case and in
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the other noisy ‘rocky’ modern music. The one with the peaceful atmosphere grew many times better and
more healthy than the one with the jarring sounds. We too can be affected in similar ways by our envi-
ronment. Observe how worship of various calibres affects us and helps (or otherwise!) us to become
aware of God’s presence.

Since the basic structure of DNA-alkaline pairs and of language (as explained earlier) are of the same
structure, no DNA decoding is necessary. One can simply use words and sentences of the human lan-
guage! This, too, was experimentally proven! Living DNA substance (in living tissue) will always react
to language-modulated laser rays and even to radio waves (i.e. frequencies), if the proper ones are being
used. This finally and scientifically explains why affirmations, autogenous training, hypnosis and the like
can have such strong effects on humans and their bodies. It is entirely normal and natural for our DNA to
react to speech. (Eph 5:19)  Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing
and making melody in your heart to the Lord;

While western researchers cut single genes from the DNA strands and insert them elsewhere, the Rus-
sians enthusiastically worked on devices that can influence the cellular metabolism through suitable
modulated radio and light frequencies and thus repair and overcome genetic defects.
LIGHT FREQUENCIES VARY . . . there is earthly light which travels at 186,000 miles per second;
there is the much faster lazar light and there is the light from the stars that has an instantaneous affect
upon us! (Job 38:31)  Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion?
(Psa 19:1) The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament shows his handiwork. (2)  Day unto
day utters speech, and night unto night shows knowledge. (3)  There is no speech nor language, where
their voice is not heard. (4) Their line (Hb.rule) is gone out through all the earth, and their words to the
end of the world. In them has he set a tabernacle for the sun.

DNA CHANGES BROUGHT ABOUT BY . . .
It has been discovered that there are four actions that we need to participate in if we are serious about
activating our DNA. This renewing and restoration can vary as to time that elapses before seeing or
experiencing any change in our beings. It is therefore a faith-trust walk when one has the vision from
God.
1. SPEAKING TO ONE’S SITUATION BRINGS CHANGE. Speak directly to your DNA to be
activated and fully restored. The amount your DNA has to be changed will seem mountainous ... ‘Speak
to the mountain’; Jesus sent His word and healed.
The entrance of thy word gives light ... Amplified reads, The entrance and unfolding of Your words gives
light; it gives understanding ... the discernment and comprehension ... to the simple (i.e. the unclogged).
The ‘rhema-word’ is the spoken word which genders faith (see Romans 10:17) and quickens the spirit in
you. Without faith it is impossible to please God. One pleases God by yielding one’s will to His. This is
made easier after you come to realize that His Light is at the heart of your DNA. No wonder He told us
that we were, alongside Himself, the light of the world. It is now time for us to Arise, shine for thy  light
has come and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.
Our speaking and declaring must be firstly with feeling and intent — certainly not the parrotting of some
formula — and speaking is definitely better than just thinking the words although there is some lesser
blessing there. Death and Life are in the power of the tongue (Prov.18:21).
2. HAVING THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT. One must endeavour to acquire and move in peaceful
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surroundings as tension and tightness are not healthy environments if we expect to see changes. Fairly
quiet and blissful music is one of the simplest ways to create the right environment. (Isa 30:15) For thus
says the Lord GOD, the Holy One of Israel; In returning and rest shall ye be saved; in quietness and in
confidence shall be your strength: and ye would not.
Recorded sounds of the seashore, birds singing, forest noises (not chainsaws!) are beneficial. You, your-
self can sing ‘in the spirit’ controlling the expression while centering your thoughts on the Lord. The
overriding desire is that we might hear the voice of the Lord more and more clearly . . . such reception
genders faith for change — in you and then through you.
3. TAKING IN PURE WATER AND ‘LIVING’ FOOD. These essentials can be supplemented with
whatever your being requires as you go forward in renewed vitality, health and true identity. Certain
foods and drink can definitely slow one down and that could create a little despondency in some. Overall
we are to encourage each other to be disciplined so that we might be fully prepared for the purposes that
God has called many to. In passing ... the frequency of the human body is around 60-66 hertz and just
one cup of coffee can reduce one’s frequency by 10 or so hertz. The Lord will be the Persuader that these
things are real!
4. PHYSICAL EXERCISE. The Word declares that physical exercise profits little . . . well, that ‘little’
is really important and should not be shrugged off as unnecessary. Remember that God is sanctifying our
spirit, mind (soul) and body— preserving it all (1 Thess.5:23) for an appointed time which is nigh upon
us.
RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS
When one is converted, a change takes place within and our DNA activation and renewal begins because
of the input from above.

Esoteric** and spiritual teachers have known for ages that our body is programmable by language,
words and thought. This has now been scientifically proven and explained. Of course the frequency has
to be correct. And this is why not everybody is equally successful or can do it with always the same
strength. The individual person must work on the inner processes and maturity in order to establish a
conscious effect with the DNA.

**‘Esoteric’ means a small number of people who have specific insight that others do not have; such as
the ‘overcomers’ of Revelation chapters 1-3 who receive such because they met the conditions laid out.

Death and life are in the power of the tongue (Pro.18:21). Jesus said in John 6:63b ... the words that I
speak unto you, they are spirit, and they are life.

Scientists use the word ‘hypercommunication’ which is basically communication over and above the
normal. One’s DNA can ‘pick-up’ influences that come from outside of one as we mentioned previously
regarding the influence of the heavens and stars in particular. We realize that such ‘revelation’ which
comes from outside of our own limited earthly thoughts, actually is made real to us by the Holy Spirit
who releases God’s thoughts from the mind of Christ which all men have but in most cases it is not
operational. These researches also acknowledge that there are tunnels of communication outside space
and time. (See Job 38:31 and Psalm 19:1 on page 5) One’s DNA acts as a ‘receiving set’ for such and
passes the information to one’s conscious thinking. Intuition comes under this heading.
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CORPORATENESS OF CHRIST’S BODY

We carry the DNA from the first Adam who in turn received such from the aspect of God known as
ELOHIM which is the plural expression of God for we were all in Him in the timeless realm. Romans
11:36  For of (EK = out of) Him, and through Him, and to (INTO) Him, are all things: to whom be glory
forever.

In their book Vernetzte Intelligenz (Networked Intelligence), Grazyna Gosar and Franz Bludorf explain
these connections precisely and clearly. The authors also quote sources presuming that in earlier times
humanity had been, just like the animals, very strongly connected to the group consciousness and acted
as a group. To develop and experience individuality we humans however had to forget
hypercommunication  almost completely. Now that we are fairly stable in our individual consciousness,
we can create a new form of group consciousness, namely one, in which we attain access to all informa-
tion via our DNA, without being forced or remotely controlled about what to do with that information.
This is the reality that the Body of Christ, His Temple, is a corporate entity and only as this can it be a
true representation of God.  Some animals know also from afar when their owners plan to return home.
That can be freshly interpreted and explained via the concepts of group consciousness and a sort of built-
in hypercommunication.

Any collective consciousness cannot be sensibly used over any period of time without distinctive indi-
viduals otherwise we would revert to a primitive herd instinct that is easily manipulated.
Hypercommunication (for us it is revelation from God) in this new day will unfold God’s purpose and
release His  provision so that His great plan of the ages will be achieved.

Researchers think that if humans with full individuality (each knowing who he is in Christ) would regain
group or corporate consciousness, they would have a release godlike power to restore, create, alter and
shape things on Earth! This in the Bible is called ruling and reigning with Christ (Rev.20:4+6 ... condi-
tion being that these ones have lost their old thinking).

Corporate declaring of the new kind (not necessarily people in one location, but with the same thought in
many places acting as one body), will no longer be looked down upon.  As a rule, weather for example is
rather difficult to influence by a single individual. But it may be influenced by a group consciousness
(nothing new to some tribes doing it in their rain dances). Weather is strongly influenced by Earth reso-
nance frequencies, the so-called Schumann frequencies. But those same frequencies are also produced in
our brains, and when many people synchronise their thinking, or individuals focus their thoughts in a
laser-like fashion, then it is scientifically speaking not at all surprising if they can thus influence weather.
Joshua of old changed the day’s timing and Jesus calmed the stormy sea because those with each de-
clarer desired it.

Researchers in group consciousness have formulated the theory that a corporately acting people that
developed a group consciousness of the new kind would have neither environmental problems nor
scarcity of energy (anointing). We are to use the power of the spoken word declaring what is revealed
from the mind of Christ. Prophecies of imminent or future disasters are therefore given that we might
rise up with the authority that has been given to us in Christ Jesus and speak forth thus averting them.

All change happens via one’s DNA because of  Christ  who is Son of the Highest (El Elyon aspect of
God) who in turn the Bible declares, is Possessor of heaven and earth and is thus responsible for all of
His creation. God, being God and the One who cannot fail will bring forth all that His purposes contain.
He has known it all from before the commencement of time and HE does not require ‘Plan B’.§


